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 Background: An alternative procedure for solving second-order response surface 
design problems involves the fusion of the Newton-Raphson and the Mean-Centre 
Algorithms to obtain a new procedure for the design problem. The application of this 
new procedure to second-order response surface design problems gave near-optimal 
solutions within the optimal region with better precision as compared to the other 
method. Objective: To present a coding of this alternative procedure for solving 
second-order response surface design problems using C++ programming language. 
Results :The program generates the results for large sets of candidate variables in very 
quick time with high accuracy. Conclusion: The  coding affords process engineers the 
liberty of exploring near-optimal operating conditions in very quick time with high 
accuracy. The overall procedure therefore has the tendency of perfecting production 
processes in industries 
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INTRODUCTION 

 
Process engineers in various industries often desire an optimal setting of yield-influencing factors, which 

maximize yield. Achieving this with precision requires a coordinated series of designed experiments and 
subsequent analysis of experimental data. Response Surface Methodology (RSM) is an efficient method 
(invented by G.E.P Box and K.B. Wilson in 1951) for this purpose. Response Surface Methodology is a 
collection of mathematical and statistical techniques useful for analyzing problems where several factors 
influence a response variable and the goal is to optimize the response (Montgomery, 1995). 

A survey of the various stages of development of RSM had been presented in the publication of Khuri & 
Mukhopadhyay (2010). Their publication gave an organized coverage of these stages in three eras that describe 
the evolution of RSM since its introduction in the early fifties. They had described the era, 1951-1975, as one 
during which the so-called classical RSM was developed. In this era, basic experimental designs for fitting 
linear response surface models as well as a description of methods for the determination of the optimum 
operating conditions were developed. They had described the era, 1976-1999, as one in which more recent 
modeling techniques in RSM including an RSM alternative approach to the Taguchi’s robust parameter design 
were developed. Finally, the era 2000 (and beyond) had been described as one which will present further 
extensions and research directions in modern RSM such as discussions concerning response surface models with 
random effects, generalized linear models, and graphical techniques for comparing response surface designs, 
etc.  

Numerous researchers in various fields have either improved or applied RSM. To mention but a few, Joshi 
et al. (1998) developed an enhanced RSM Algorithm using conditions deflection and second-order search 
strategies. Wu & Yuan (1998) have constructed RS-Designs for qualitative and quantitative factors. 
Neddermeijer, et al. (2000) gave framework for RSM for simulation of optimization models. Adinarayana & 
Ellaiah (2002) used RSM in the optimization of the critical medium components for the production of alkaline 
Phosphatase by newly isolated Bacilus Sp. J. Pharm. Zangeneh, et al. (2002) applied RSM in numerical 
geotechnical analysis. Gupta & Manohar (2003) developed an improved RSM for the determination of failure 
probability using instance measures. Kawaguk et al. (2006) applied RSM in Glucosyltransferase production and 
conversion of sucrose into Isomaltulose using free Erwinia Sp. cells. Nic Phairiais, et al. (2006) used RSM to 
investigate the effectiveness of commercial enzymes on Buckwheat Malt for brewing purposes. Cook (2007) 
used Genetically Programmed Response Surfaces in optimizing Chip Multiprocessor Designs. Zhang & Gao 
(2007) have applied RSM in medium optimization for Pyruvic acid production of Torulopsis Glabrata TP19 in 
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Batch Fermentation. Ebrahimjsour (2008) experimented on a modeling study by RSM and Artificial Neural 
Network or Culture Parameters Optimization for Thermostable Lipase production from a newly isolated 
Thermophilic Geobacillus Sp. Strain ARM. Alonzo & Hiroyuki (2009) applied RSM in the formulation of 
nutrient broth systems with predetermined P.H and water activities. Amayo (2010) applied RSM to automotive 
suspension designs. Dayananda et al. (2010) applied RSM in the study of surface roughness in grinding of 
aerospace materials (6061AI-15Vol%SiC25p). Lenth (2010) has reviewed and advanced RSMs in R using RSM 
updated to version 1.40. Arokiyamany & Sivakumaar (2011) used RSM in the optimization process for 
Bacteriocin. Dutta & Basu (2011) used RSM for the removal of Methylene Blue by Acaecia Auricultiformis 
scrap wood char.  

However, several constraints and impediments can momentarily cause shifts from the optimum. In this 
event, most process engineers usually “gamble” with factors setting envisaged to be within the optimal region 
with little or no precision to ensure near-optimality in their yield. The technique of the RSM for combating this 
pitfall is an unsure process on its own. In an earlier publication, Akpan, et al. (2013) had presented a 
modification of the RSM procedure for combating this problem with improved precision. Their development 
improved and advanced the existing RSM procedure, by aiding easy exploration of the optimal region for near-
optimal settings that usually become an imperative alternative in the event of not being able to use the actual 
optimum. This paper presents a coding of this proposed modified procedure using C++ programming language. 

As an example, if y  is the response variable of a process affected by factors k, ..., ξ, ξ, ξξ 321  assumed 
continuous and controllable by the process engineer with negligible error, then RSM is useful for developing, 
improving and optimizing the response variable. This relationship between the factors and the response variable 
can be expressed as  

( ) ( )1321 ε, ..., ξ, ξ, ξξfy k +=  

Where - ( )20,  σε~N  are independent statistical errors that represent other sources of variability not 
accounted for. If one denotes the expected response by η  then the surface represented by 

( )k, ..., ξ, ξ, ξξfη 321=  is a Response Surface. 
Modeling most RSM problems is usually difficult since the form of the relationship between the response 

variable and the factors is usually unknown. Sequel to this, RSM usually starts with finding a suitable 
approximation for - f . Low order polynomials are used for this purpose as they usually give reasonable 

approximations for f  over a small region of the factors and not the entire space. As a first step, the response is 
modeled with a polynomial of order one. If well modeled by this, then the approximating function is called a 
First-order Model given by 
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Otherwise and if there is curvature in the system, a polynomial of higher degree such as a Second-order 
Model is used. 
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Almost all RSM problems utilize one or both of these approximating polynomials. In each model, the levels 
of each factor are independent of the levels of other factors. In order to get the most efficient result in the 
approximation of polynomials a proper experimental design must be used to collect data. 

 
Methodology: 

In the build-up of our proposed procedure, we had examined the existing RSM procedure and had identified 
its major pitfall as the difficulty of exploring near-optimal factors setting. Next was the presentation of the 
proposed modification which commenced from step seven of the existing procedure. The modification utilized 
the fusion of the Newton-Raphson and Mean-centre algorithms, respectively, for obtaining the optimum and the 
exploration of near-optimal settings within the optimal region.       

The existing RSM procedure is as follows. 
1. Plan and run a factorial (or fractional factorial) design around the current operating condition. 
2. Fit a linear model (with no interaction or quadratic terms) to the data. 
3. Determine the Path of Steepest Ascent. 
4. Run tests on the Path of Steepest Ascent until response no longer improves. 
5. If curvature of surface is large, proceed to stage six. Else return to stage one. 
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6. In the neighbourhood of the optimum, design, run and fit a Second Order Model using Least Squares 

Technique. 
7. Based on the Second Order Model locate optimal setting of the independent variables using  
8. Classical Technique.   
However locating the optimum setting of the independent variables is just one out of three  major  processes 

of the Canonical Analysis procedure of the RSM. The other two aspects include: 
(i) Characterizing the obtained optimal setting of stage seven. That is, explaining the ridge systems. 
(ii) Explaining the relationship between the canonical variables - { }iw  and the design variables - { }ix . 

This aspect aids the exploration of the optimal region for near-optimal settings. 
Using the existing RSM approach, if one desires to find the levels of kxxxx ,,, 321  that maximize the 

expected response - ŷ , the maximum point if it exists will be the set of kxxxx ,,,, 321   such that the partial 

derivatives - 0
ˆˆˆ
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 . This point, say - 0,0,30,20,1 ,,,, kxxxx   is called the Stationary 

Point. The stationary point could represent (a) a point of maximum response (b) a point of minimum response (c) 
a saddle point. The figure below shows these three possibilities. 

 
 
 

 
 
 

                             
Fig. 1: Stationary Points in a Fitted Second-Order Response Surface (a) Maximum Response  (b) Minimum 

Response  (c) Saddle Point  
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The existing RSM approach obtains a general solution for the stationary point as follows. 
We write the Second-order Model in matrix notation as  

( )4ˆˆ 0 Bxxbx TT ++= βy  
 
Where  
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That is, b  is a ( )1×k  vector of the first-order regression coefficients and B  is a ( )kk ×  symmetric 

matrix whose main diagonal elements are the pure quadratic coefficients { }iiβ̂  and whose off-diagonal elements 

are one-half of the mixed quadratic coefficients - ( )jiij ≠,β̂ . The derivative of ŷ  with respect to the vector 
x  equated to zero is  

( )52
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0Bxb
x

=+=
∂
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The stationary point is the solution to Equation (5), or  

( )6
2
1 bBx 1

0
−=  

Furthermore, by substituting (6) into (4) we can find the expected response at the stationary  
point as 

( )7
2
1ˆˆ 00 bxT

0+= βy  

 
The Proposed Procedure: 

Using the existing RSM procedure ultimately required the conversion of points in the { }iw -space to points 

in the { }ix -space in other to explore the optimal region for near-optimal factors setting. How can one precisely 

select points in the { }iw -space if not by gambling or intuition based on experience? More so, the selected 

points in the { }iw -space are converted to points in the { }ix -space using the canonical equation that has no 
unique solution. This procedure of the RSM invariably implied that the process engineer could only but gamble 
with options of near-optimal factors settings should it become difficult to operate at the optimum operating 
condition owing to machine deterioration, drop in machine efficiency, voltage fluctuations, etc. This process of 
gambling was often time-consuming and did not guarantee precision in the selection of near-optimal factors 
settings. There was therefore an imperative need for the advancement of the existing RSM procedure to curb 
this problem. We had perused several literatures on different research directions with which several authors had 
either applied or advanced the RSM procedure, none of which had made an attempt to curb this problem using 
our proposed research direction. 

To advance the existing RSM procedure we proffered the following procedure that continued from stage 
seven of the section cited above. Rather than using the existing RSM procedure of the classical derivative 
technique for locating the optimum as cited in stage seven, we used the Newton-Raphson iterative algorithm to 
locate the optimum, and called this step our step eight. 

9. Based on the Second-Order Model locate the optimal setting of the independent variables using the 
Newton-Raphson algorithm below (with the design centre as our initial approximation). Using the design centre 
as our initial approximation, this algorithm terminates after one iterate or one more. 

10. Find near-optimal factors settings using the Mean-Centre algorithm below.     
Step 1: Input 0x  in the function - ( )txf . Put  0=t . 
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Step 2: Evaluate   ( )tt xE f= . Test for end of optimization. If tE  has not increased over a number of 

iterates, terminate the maximization and set  tmax xx = . Else return to step three. 

Step 3: Evaluate the Jacobian gradient tg  at the point  tx . 
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Step 4: Compute the Hessian tH  and its inverse 1
t
−H  at - tx . 
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Step 5: Compute the direction of improvement - 
t

1
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t
1
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Step 6: Find the optimum step length tλ  in the direction  tU . 
Step 7: Generate new point. 

t
1

t

t
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Replace t  by 1+t  and return to step two. Else, set tx  as optimal setting and proceed to step eight. 

Step 8: Input ( )nxxxx 00302010 ,,,, =x  and ( )∗∗∗∗∗ = nxxxx ,,,, 321 x  

Step 9: Evaluate 
2

t
1t

∗

+

+
=

xxx  at 0=t  

Step 10: Evaluate ( )1t+xf  at 0=t  

Step 11: If ( ) ( )∗+ < xx ff 1t  increase t  by 1 and go to step nine. Else, set ∗
+ = xx 1t  if 

( ) ( )∗+ = xx ff 1t  
 

The Code Listing: 
import Jama.Matrix; 
import java.lang.Math;  
import java.lang.String; 
import java.util.Vector; 
import org.nfunk.jep.*; 
import org.lsmp.djep.djep.*; 
 
public class optimizer2 { 
    private static String[] String; 
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    public static double round(double value, int places) { 
    if (places < 0) throw new IllegalArgumentException(); 
    long factor = (long) Math.pow(10, places); 
    value = value * factor; 
    long tmp = Math.round(value); 
    return (double) tmp / factor; 
    } 
    public static void main(String[] args) throws Exception { 
    /* initialisation */ 
    DJep j = new DJep(); 
    j.addStandardConstants(); 
    j.addStandardFunctions(); 
    j.addComplex(); 
    j.setAllowUndeclared(true); 
 
    j.setAllowAssignment(true); 
    j.setImplicitMul(true); 
 
    //get response function from user 
    TextIO.putln("Please enter the function for the Response surface"); 
    TextIO.putln("Variables should be represented from x1,x2,...xn"); 
    String fx = TextIO.getln(); 
    //TextIO.putln(Fx); 
 
    //get optimum yield from user 
    TextIO.putln("Please enter the Optimum yield"); 
    double opt = TextIO.getlnDouble(); 
    //TextIO.putln(opt); 
 
    //get number of independent variables 
    Node Fx = j.parse(fx); 
    Vector vk = new Vector(); 
 
    j.getVarsInEquation(Fx, vk); 
    int m = vk.size(); 
    //m=m-1; 
    if(m==0){ 
        TextIO.putln("Your Response surface  does not contain any variables. Please re-enter"); 
        System.exit(0); 
    } 
 
    Matrix EX = new Matrix(m,1,0.0); 
    double efx1 = 0; 
    //double effx; 
 
    //get initial independent variables 
    Matrix kk = new Matrix(m, 1, 0.0); 
    Node FX = j.parse(fx); 
    Node EFEX =j.parse(fx); 
    for(int r = 1; r<=m; r++){ 
        TextIO.putln("Please enter the initial value for x"+r+""); 
        double p = TextIO.getlnDouble(); 
        int rr = r - 1; 
        kk.set(rr,0,p); 
    } 
 
    TextIO.putln(); 
    TextIO.putln("GET INITIAL VALUES FROM NEWTON RAPHSON ALGORITHM"); 
    //Evaluate Fx at x1,x2....xn 
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    for(int t=1; t<=m; t++){ 
    int e = t-1; 
    j.setVarValue("x"+t+"",kk.get(e,0)); 
    } 
    Object ev = j.evaluate(Fx); 
    String Ev = ev.toString(); 
    double efx0 = Double.valueOf(Ev).doubleValue(); 
    //j.getSymbolTable().clearValues(); 
     
 
    //evaluate allowed error 
    double Error = 0.000; 
    TextIO.putln("y0 = "+efx0+""); 
    double AError = opt - efx0; 
    AError = round(AError,8); 
    System.out.println("Allowed Error is '"+AError+"'"); 
     
    //Begin Iteration 
    //TextIO.putln("X0 : ["+x1+"  ,  "+x2+"]"); 
    int i; 
    for(i = 1; Error<AError; i++){ 
 
    //evaluate the jacobian gradient 
    Matrix jac = new Matrix(m, 1, 0.0); 
    String w; 
    for(int z = 1; z<=m; z++){ 
        w = "x"+z+""; 
        Node jac11 = j.differentiate(FX,w); 
        Object evjac11 = j.evaluate(jac11); 
        String Evjac11 = evjac11.toString(); 
        double jc = Double.valueOf(Evjac11).doubleValue(); 
        int q = z-1; 
        jac.set(q,0,jc); 
 
    } 
 
    //Evaluate the Hessian Matrix 
            Matrix hes = new Matrix(m, m, 0.0); 
            Node hess; 
            String a; 
            String b; 
            for(int k = 1; k<=m; k++){ 
                for(int l = 1; l<=m; l++){ 
                    a = "x"+k+""; 
                    b = "x"+l+""; 
                    hess = j.simplify(j.differentiate(j.differentiate(FX,a),b)); 
                    Object Objhes = j.evaluate(hess); 
                    String Strhes = Objhes.toString(); 
                    double h = Double.valueOf(Strhes).doubleValue(); 
                    int v = k-1; 
                    int c = l-1; 
                    hes.set(v,c,h); 
                } 
            } 
            //hes.print(6,3); 
 
 
    //get the inverse of the hessian 
    Matrix hesInv = hes.inverse(); 
    //hesInv.print(8,3); 
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    //evaluate the direction of improvement Ut 
    //get the product of the hessian inverse and the jacobian matrix 
    Matrix hInvJ = hesInv.times(jac); 
    //hInvJ.print(8,3); 
 
    //get elements direction of improvement 
    double sum = 0.0; 
    for(int y = 0; y<m; y++) { 
      sum +=Math.pow(hInvJ.get(y, 0),2.0); 
    } 
    double abhInvJ = Math.sqrt(sum); 
 
    Matrix Ut = hInvJ.times(1/abhInvJ); 
    //Ut.print(6,3); 
    //TextIO.putln(u1); 
    //TextIO.putln(u2); 
 
    //preprocess x1,x2...xn for evaluating landa 
    //ArrayList vb = new ArrayList(m); 
    //ArrayList xb = new ArrayList(m); 
    double bv; double dv; int gh; 
    String evalX1; String oo; 
    String ab[] = new String[m]; 
    Node ex1[] = new Node[m]; 
     Node w9; Node w3; Node fb; 
    for(int gg = 0; gg<m; gg++){ 
        bv = Ut.get(gg, 0); 
        dv = kk.get(gg, 0); 
        gh = gg + 1; 
        oo = "x"+gh+""; 
        ab[gg] = oo; 
        //vb.add(oo); 
        evalX1 = ""+bv+"*L + "+dv+""; 
        fb = j.parse(evalX1); 
        ex1[gg] = fb; 
        //xb.add(fb); 
    } 
        //j.println(Fx); 
        w9 = j.parse(fx); 
        w9 = j.substitute(w9, ab, ex1); 
        w3 = j.simplify(w9); 
        //j.println(w3); 
        Node dife = j.differentiate(w3,"L"); 
        Node w4 = j.simplify(dife); 
 
        //solve for L using w4 
        Node difer = j.differentiate(w4,"L"); 
        Node w5 = j.simplify(difer); 
        Object ww = j.evaluate(w5); 
        String me = ww.toString(); 
        double de = Double.valueOf(me).doubleValue(); 
        //System.out.println("denom is '"+de+"'"); 
 
 
        j.setVarValue("L",new Double(0)); 
        Object pp = j.evaluate(w4); 
        String he = pp.toString(); 
        double nu = Double.valueOf(he).doubleValue(); 
        nu = nu * -1; 
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        double Ln0 = nu/de; 
        //System.out.println("Ln0 is '"+Ln0+"'"); 
 
        EX = Ut.times(Ln0); 
        //check for iteration condition 
        //clear here 
        j.getSymbolTable().clearValues(); 
        //String y = j.getSymbolTable().toString(); 
        //TextIO.putln(y); 
        for(int tt = 0; tt<m; tt++){ 
            int fd = tt + 1; 
            double io = EX.get(tt, 0); 
            j.setVarValue("x"+fd+"",new Double(io)); 
            j.setVarValue("L",new Double(0)); 
        } 
        Object ev2 = j.evaluate(FX); 
        String Ev2 = ev2.toString(); 
        efx1 = Double.valueOf(Ev2).doubleValue(); 
        //evaluate error 
        Error = efx1 - efx0; 
        Error = round(Error,8); 
 
 
        //TextIO.putln(efx0); 
        TextIO.putln("y"+i+" = "+efx1+""); 
 
        //TextIO.putln(Error); 
         
      } 
      int iter = i-2; 
       
 
      //register reference matrix X* 
      TextIO.put("X* ="); 
      EX.print(12,10); 
      //Begin mean center algorithm 
      TextIO.putln("BEGIN MEAN CENTER ALGORITHM"); 
      double efex = 0.0; 
      int uo; 
      Matrix ef = new Matrix(m,1,0.0) ; 
      for(int yo = 0; efex<efx1; yo++){ 
            ef = ef.plus(EX); 
            ef = ef.times(0.5); 
            uo = yo + 1; 
            TextIO.putln("x"+uo+"="); 
            ef.print(12,10); 
            //set x1,x2,...xn for evaluatining new Fx 
            //j.getSymbolTable().clearValues(); 
            j.setVarValue("L",new Double(0)); 
            for(int gf = 0; gf<m; gf++){ 
            int km = gf + 1; 
            double ip = ef.get(gf, 0); 
            j.setVarValue("x"+km+"",ip); 
            } 
            Object ev3 = j.evaluate(FX); 
            String Ev3 = ev3.toString(); 
            efex = Double.valueOf(Ev3).doubleValue(); 
            TextIO.putln("F(x"+uo+") = "+efex+""); 
            TextIO.putln(); 
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     }}} 
 

The System Configuration: 
The implication of this program is done on a computer with the following configuration: 
Operating System: Microsoft Windows Vista 
Processor Type: 2.7 GHz 
RAM Size: 2 Gigabytes 
Hard Disc Size: 270 Gigabytes     
Compiler: Java Compiler; Netbems IDE 
 

Conclusion: 
The code listing for the proposed modification for solving Second-Order Response Surface Design 

Problems, by Akpan et al. (2013), has been presented in this paper. The code listing was done using C++ 
programming language; and it also affords process engineers the liberty of exploring near-optimal operating 
conditions in very quick time with high accuracy. The overall procedure therefore has the tendency of perfecting 
production processes in industries.  
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